Abstract. The comprehensive assessment of dam risk consequences caused by the dam failure is difficult because of the uncertainty, inter related and the non unification of the risk consequences. For this problem, combining with the existing laws and regulations of dam failure accidents classification rules, this paper propose an dam risk comprehensive evaluation modelmodel based on set pair analysis. This modle can discribe the degree of convergence of the consequences and the accident risk level from the same, different, opposite three aspects. According to the Maximum set pair potential theory, the model can get the dam risk consequences comprehensive evaluation level and the sorting. The evaluation model was applied to 5 dams comprehensive evaluation of jiangxi province. The evaluation result was compared with another resulet based on the attribute interval computation model. Results show that the set pair analysis evaluation model process is simple, and has less computation, and the evaluation result is reasonable, objective and comprehensive, clear. This model provides a new way for comprehensive evaluation for dam risk consequences.
Introduction
According to the definition of ICOLD Beijing meeting in 2000 [1] :Risk is the product of dam failure probability and consequences of the risk, namely R (risk) = P (probability) x L (consequences). At present, in view of the research is relatively substantial risk probability, and the studies of risk consequences are relatively scarce. With the increase of population and economy, social level unceasing enhancement, the consequences of the dam crash will be more serious than ever, society will be more difficult to bear [2] [3] . Therefore, carries on the comprehensive evaluation of dam risk consequence can not only improve the dam risk management theory, but also can determine the level of the accident, according to the results of the evaluation of scientific risk management approach is of great significance.
Risk consequences including loss of life, economic losses and social impact, environmental impact assessment index. At present, the scholars at home and abroad in view of the above each single index, especially on the research of the loss of life and economic loss, has made certain research results [4] [5] [6] [7] . Because there are a lot of uncertainties between the 4 evaluation indexes, and the evaluation results of each index have different dimensions, the research on the comprehensive evaluation model of the risk consequence is still few. Paper [8] use linear weighted sum method constructing dam comprehensive evaluation function of L, and establish the dam failure consequences severity evaluation model. Paper [9] [10] establish the comprehensive evaluation model of dam risk consequences based on the grey correlation method and principal component analysis; Paper [11] established a comprehensive evaluation of dam failure consequences of attribute interval recognition model based on the basis of attribute interval recognition theory. The above methods are each have advantages and disadvantages.
for study, to build a connection of two sets of Q and P sets of H = (Q, P), and through the connection degree μ on characteristics of two sets in the set from the sameness, difference and opposition 3 quantitative characterization, connection degree of the Mu expressions such as formula (1):
In the formula: μ refer to the same and different connection degree; a, b, c refer to the set Q and P with once, difference and opposition between degrees, a, b, c∈ [0, 1] , and a, b, c satisfy the normalization condition of a+b+c=1; N refer to the total number of features, S, K refer to the two sets the number of common features and the number of opposite characteristics, F=N-S-K; i for the difference degree coefficient, in [1, 1] interval values according to different situation; j for the coefficients of opposites, value of 1.
Comprehensive evaluation of dam risk consequences set pair analysis model
Based on set pair analysis of dam risk consequences comprehensive evaluation is the index evaluation and risk rating standard set a set of H, by calculating the sameness, difference and inverse coefficient to determine a consequence of dam risk degree of connection matrix μ; Secondly, according to the weight coefficient of each index, determine the comprehensive contact degree matrix A; Finally, to determine the set of potential vector N 0 and according to the maximum set of potential theory to determine the level of comprehensive evaluation of dam risk consequences, namely consequence of dam risk assessment for set of vector potential in the maximal set of the corresponding potential level and specific calculation steps are as follows:
(1) Set pair model construction Set Q={q 1 ,q 2 ,q 3 ,q 4 } and set P respectively evaluation value and evaluation standard collection, according to set pair analysis theory, set up two sets of set pair H（Q, P）, including:
In the formula: q k refer to the evaluation index value (k=1,2,3,4); X kj refer to the first k evaluation index corresponds to the critical value (k, j =1,2,3,4) of the first j evaluation criteria, the specific critical values of each evaluation criteria are shown in table 1. (2) The determination of connection degree According to the theory of set pair analysis, the connection degree of 4 accidents μ 1 , μ 2 , μ 3 , μ 4 can be determined, and the calculation method is as shown in formula (3) -formula (6): 0  1  3  3  3   3  2  2  1  2  3  3  3   2  3   3  2  3  3  4  2  2 , ,
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In the formula:X 0~X4 is the critical value of the evaluation criteria, and the critical values of different evaluation criteria are different. Such as loss of life, the critical values of the assessment criteria are X 0 =1, X 1 =3, X 2 =10, X 3 =30, X 4 =100000.
(3) The determination of evaluation grades First of all, by the step (2) the connection degree of the calculation results, a link can be set for the dam risk consequence degree matrixμ=(a+bi+cj) j×k , and according to the evaluation index weight vector W=[ω 1 ，ω 2 ，…，ω k ], dam and risk consequence evaluation comprehensive contact degree matrixA=W·μ; Secondly, according to the integrated connection degree matrix for dam risk consequences set pair potential vector N0, and according to the maximum set of potential theory to determine the consequence of dam risk evaluation grade set.
Apply and Result
This paper, taking jiangxi province xialan, shibitan, changlong, longshan, lingtan 5 dam for example, using the set pair analysis model for comprehensive evaluation of each dam risk consequences. 5 reservoirs dam in all kinds of evaluation indexes as shown in table 2. By formula (3) -(6) to calculate the reservoir dam risk consequences μ connection degree matrix, the calculation results are as follows: According to the maximum set of potential theory, combined with table 3, shows 5 reservoir dam break consequence synthetical evaluation are especially serious accident and according to set the maximum potential size to the severity of the dam failure consequences from big to small order are: Longshan, Changlong, Xialan, Shi bikeng, Lingtan.
Summary
Dam risk assessment is the foundation and key of dam risk analysis and risk management. Set pair analysis as a method for dealing with uncertainty system theory is applied to the comprehensive evaluation of dam risk consequence. In view of the uncertainty of the risk consequences, this study established the comprehensive evaluation of dam risk consequences set pair analysis model, and the model was applied to jiangxi province 5 reservoirs dam risk evaluation, the evaluation results and risk consequences severity sorting and evaluation results of calculation model based on attribute interval completely consistent and more comprehensive. At the same time, the model has the characteristics of simple logical thinking, less computation and easy implementation. It provides a new method for the comprehensive evaluation of dam risk.
